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➢National Energy Strategy, 2011 
In NES hydrogen both for transport, and for energy(storage) purposes already has been mentioned. Prefers FCEV 
deployment in larger cities public transport systems. Goals: decarbonisation, mitigation of imported oil        
dependency, usage of nuclear power produced in demand troughs for electrolysis (low-carbon hydrogen). No 
significant progress from HFC point of view. Updating of NES is in progress this year. 

➢National Policy Framework, 2016 (under the AFI (2014/94/EU) Directive) 
Hungary is among those 14 MS, which have incorporated hydrogen infrastructure into its NPF to a modest extent 
(2 HRS in 2020…).

➢Draft of National Energy and Climate Plan, 2018-’19
The present (draft) version of Hungarian NECP mentions hydrogen very briefly: among the decarbonisation goals, 
and within this in the renewable transport energy: renewable H2 1,0 ktoe (2025) → 8,0 ktoe (2030). No explicit 
references on fuel cells or other hydrogen technologies; only a minor budget FCH R&D&I. 

Policy



➢Background
o PEMFC components and stack development 

• STS Group GmbH and Eötvös Loránd University – small demonstration projects on design of a vehicle (HyGO) and grid 
balancing (RECOMEND)

• Kontakt-Elektro Ltd, Technical University of Budapest (TUB) and Research Centre for Natural Sciences (RCNS) – PEM FC 
stacks in 4 power category

o PEM FC stack integration of in distributed power and transportation applications
• Kontakt Elektro and University of Pécs, Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology

➢Running programs, projects
o PEMFC components (Hungarian contribution) and stack development (in international cooperation)

• Design of reformate-fed PEM Fuel Cells in collaboration with Turkish partners
• Portable devices in collaboration with Romanian and Spanish partners
• Inland ships in collaboration with Indian partners

o PEMFC stack integration in FCEV and testing of vehicle drive trains 
• Centre for University-Industry Cooperation (FIEK) program with participation of Neumann János University and AVL Hungary

➢Future plans
o Recommendation: Update of the national strategic research plan and implementation plan of hydrogen and 

fuel cell technologies
• Hungarian centre for hydrogen technologies (to support innovation of industrial partners)

Research & Development activities



Technology demonstration, deployment

➢Energy container: continuous, 100 % renewable power supply on remote (off-grid) area in a national park. 
10 kWp photovoltaic system with battery energy storage; supplemented with an electrolyser, hydrogen storage 
cylinders and a fuel cell for longer term energy storage/supply. Location: Gemenc Forest. (E.ON Hungary) 

➢Inland shipping: Fuel cell stack developments in the range of 300 W - 15 kW also applicable in electric boats 
(~300 W), cruise ships (~3 kW) and in the near future yachts (~15 kW). At present prototypes exist, but no market 
product. Kontakt-Elektro ltd. Website: www.kontakt-elektro.hu

➢Fuel cells as UPS for telecom: ~12 PEM fuel cell stacks (~5 kWe each) have been operated ca. for ten 
years at mobile telecommunication base stations as uninterruptable power units (UPS) mostly in Pest County. 
Hungarian Telecom Plc.

➢Power-to-Gas using bio-methanation: first PtG pilot project, which uses novel bio-methanation
technology and produces bio-methane as final product. At present a prototype exists in laboratory scale, however, 
later a 10 MW system is planned to be deployed. Power to Gas Hungary Kft. Website: www.p2g.hu

➢Future plans
o Recommendation: Update of the national strategic research plan and implementation plan of hydrogen and fuel cell 

technologies

• Business development (technology focus areas; international relations; incubation; marketing)
• Socio-economic issues (legal-administrative barriers; public awareness; policy frameworks)
• Education

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ssl65HkdmWA
http://www.kontakt-elektro.hu/
http://www.p2g.hu/

